ALL-IN-ONE SOLUTION

EFFICIENCY IN EVERY INCH

INTEGRITY AND UNIFORMITY YOU CAN SEE AND TRUST

FIRM TO THE TOUCH
Excellent body and overall rigidity.
Exacting processes lay down just the right amount of fiberglass in just the right formation to deliver the rigidity you expect and appreciate.

CONSISTENT FEEL
More even weight distribution.
Advanced technology scans and adjusts the distribution of fiber and adhesive to ensure uniform consistency across every inch of the board.

UNIFORM COLOR
A visible sign of consistent quality.
Inspecting for the perfect color provides visual verification that the board is consistent and properly cured, so you always get our best.

We've made our duct board better to make your job easier. New technology and process improvements deliver uniform consistency, edge to edge.

Experience the difference. Try it and see!
MORE SUPPORT TO BUILD YOUR BUSINESS

✔ Duct board fabrication training for contractors
✔ BPI energy rater, duct sealing and enclosed space certification provider
✔ Owens Corning® ProCat™ Loosefill Insulation opportunities
✔ Duct board fabrication equipment incentives for qualified contractors
✔ Pallet recycling opportunities
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* GREENGUARD Gold certification is for boards 1” or less in thickness